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Risk Rating if no Controls:

HIGH

Medium

Low

Risk Rating with Controls in place:

High

MEDIUM

Low

All control measures highlighted for target shooting should be followed when clout archery is taking place.
In addition to these measures the following extra controls should be in place:
Specific Hazards and
consequent risks

People at
Risk

Controls

Target archer being hit
by clout archery arrows
and vice versa

All archers

1. Target archery may take place during clout events. However, target
archers should set up at the eastern end of the shooting line.
2. ALL archery, at both ends of the shooting line, will be under the
control of a SINGLE field captain, who shall be in place on the Clout
shooting line to oversee activity on the whole field.
3. The field captain is responsible for ensuring archers at both ends of
the shooting line follow the GNAS shooting procedures and should
indicate whistle controls loudly and clearly to ensure no confusion.
4. Target archers who have completed shooting their arrows should step
WELL AWAY from the shooting line so that the field captain is able to
see when they have completed shooting.
5. Target archers MAY NOT SHOOT until all clout archers have returned
to the shooting line and permission to shoot has been given by the
field captain.

Further Action
And name of persons responsible for
carrying out control actions.
ALL PARTICIPANTS

Harlequin Bowmen Risk Assessment

Harwell Campus Shooting Range-MIDDLE FIELD

“Archery GB Range Safety Guidelines: Outdoor Archery
Taken from ‘Shooting Procedures’ document, April 2016”
Additional Notes:
CLOUT FIELD
LAYOUT
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ROPE
LINE

North
The western edge of the
field will be fully roped off
to prevent members of
public entering the
shooting range. Signage
is fixed to trees at SW
corner permanently.

Clout shooting
line offset
diagonally c.f.
normal shooting
line.
Gates at the
northern end will
be closed, with
signage at path
to prevent public
access during
shooting times.

Target shooting at Eastern end ONLY

